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Abstract—To better detect pedestrians of various scales, deep
multi-scale methods usually detect pedestrians of different scales
by different in-network layers. However, the semantic levels
of features from different layers are usually inconsistent. In
this paper, we propose a multi-branch and high-level semantic
network by gradually splitting a base network into multiple
different branches. As a result, the different branches have the
same depth and the output features of different branches have
similarly high-level semantics. Due to the difference of receptive
fields, the different branches are suitable to detect pedestrians of
different scales. Meanwhile, the multi-branch network does not
introduce additional parameters by sharing convolutional weights
of different branches. To further improve detection performance,
skip-layer connections among different branches are used to
add context to the branch of relatively small receptive filed,
and dilated convolution is incorporated into part branches to
enlarge the resolutions of output feature maps. When they are
embedded into Faster RCNN architecture, the weighted scores of
proposal generation network and proposal classification network
are further proposed. Experiments on KITTI dataset, Caltech
pedestrian dataset, and Citypersons dataset demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of proposed method. On these pedestrian datasets, the
proposed method achieves state-of-the-art detection performance.
Moreover, experiments on COCO benchmark show the proposed
method is also suitable for general object detection.
Index Terms—Pedestrian detection, multi-branch network,
high-level semantic features, receptive field.
I. INTRODUCTION
PEDESTRIAN detection plays an important role in manycomputer vision applications (e.g., video surveillance
and driving assistance). Recently, deep convolutional neural
networks (i.e., CNN) based methods have greatly promoted
the progress of pedestrian detection [27], [39], [63], [44],
[50], [42]. To better deal with scale-variance problem of
pedestrian detection, multi-scale methods based on CNN have
been proposed [21], [22], [43], [4], [36], [32]. These methods
can be mainly divided into two classes: (1) image pyramid
based methods and (2) feature pyramid based methods.
Image pyramid based methods [22], [21], [43] usually re-
sample the input image into different scales and then put these
rescaled images into the trained network, respectively. Thus,
these methods are time-consuming. Instead of resampling
the input image, feature pyramid based methods [4], [38],
[32], [36], [19], [37] use the convolutional layers of different
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Fig. 1. Architectures of some feature pyramid based methods. The rectangle
represents feature map, and the line thickness represents the semantic level
of feature map. (a) MSCNN [4] and SSD [38] use the feature maps from
different in-network layers to build feature pyramid. The semantic levels of
different maps are inconsistent. (b) Based on top-down structure, FPN [36]
and RON [32] build feature pyramid where all the output maps have relatively
high-level semantic features. (c) The proposed basic MHN (MHN-noskip)
gradually splits the base network into multiple different branches which have
same depth. Three branches can share convolutional parameters in the same
column which is represented by a light color rectangle. (d) Based on basic
MHN, MHN-D uses skip-layer connections among different branches and
dilated convolution to further improve detection performance.
spatial resolutions to detect pedestrians of different scales.
Compared to image pyramid based methods, feature pyramid
based methods make better use of features from different
convolutional layers and have faster detection speed. Thus,
feature pyramid based methods become more popular.
Fig. 1 shows the architectures of some typical feature
pyramid based methods. MSCNN [4] in Fig. 1(a) uses the
in-network layers of different spatial resolutions to generate
the candidate proposals of different scales. SSD [38] adopts
the similar strategy for object detection. However, the maps
from different layers have features of different semantic levels.
To solve this problem, FPN [36] and RON [32] in Fig. 1(b)
adopt top-down structure to combine the low-resolution but
high-level semantic map with the high-resolution but low-
level semantic map. Compared to MSCNN [4], these methods
generate a feature pyramid where all the maps have relatively
high-level semantic features. Despite the success, we argue
that the features of combined map are not deep enough.
To further improve detection performance, we propose a
multi-branch and high-level semantic convolutional neural
network (called basic MHN in Fig. 1(c)). The base network in
basic MHN (i.e., MHN-noskip) is gradually split into multiple
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2branches before different pooling layers. Thus, all branches
have the same depth, and the output maps from different
branches have similarly high-level semantic features. Mean-
while, different branches have different spatial resolutions
and different receptive fields, which are suitable to detect
pedestrians of different scales. Moreover, MHN is generated
by skip-layer connections where the high-resolution but small
receptive field map is enhanced with context information
by the low-resolution but large receptive field map. Because
dilated convolution can retain more spatial information, it is
also incorporated into part branches of MHN (i.e., MHN-D).
Finally, the weighted scores of proposal generation network
(RPN) and proposal classification network (Fast RCNN) are
proposed when they are embedded into Faster RCNN archi-
tecture [43]. The contributions and merits of this paper can be
summarized as follows.
(1) A multi-branch and high-level semantic convolutional
neural network (MHN-noskip) is proposed for multi-scale
pedestrian detection. All branches have same depth, and the
output maps of different branches have similarly high-level
semantic features.
(2) Context information is introduced in MHN by skip-layer
connection between the high-resolution but small receptive
field map and the low-resolution but large receptive field map.
Meanwhile, based on dilated convolution, the output maps in
MHN-D can retain more spatial information.
(3) When MHN and MHN-D are embedded into Faster
RCNN architecture, the weighted scores of RPN and Fast
RCNN are proposed for pedestrian detection, which is very
simple and effective.
(4) Experiments are conducted on three public pedestrian
datasets (i.e., Caltech [17], KITTI [20], and Citypersons [63]),
which demonstrate that the proposed methods have better per-
formance than other feature pyramid methods (e.g., MSCNN
[4] and FPN [36]). Moreover, experiments on very challenging
COCO benchmark [35] demonstrate that the proposed method
can be successfully applied to general object detection.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. II will
review some related works of pedestrian detection. Sec. III
introduces our proposed method. Experimental results will be
shown in Sec. IV. Sec. V concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
We firstly summarize the progress of pedestrian detection
and then review deep multi-scale pedestrian detection.
A. The progress of pedestrian detection
Pedestrian detection has achieved great success in the last
decade [3]. It can be mainly divided into three distinct classes:
(1) hand-crafted features based methods, (2) CNN features
based methods, (3) the pure end-to-end methods.
At the first few years, handcrafted channel features based
method is main stream. It firstly converts the color image
into ten image channels (i.e., HOG+LUV), then extracts local
features (e.g., [16], [41], [61], [62], [65]) or non-local features
(e.g., [6]), and finally trains the cascade AdaBoost classifier.
To further accelerate detection speed, Dolla´r et al. [15] pro-
posed to only calculate some channels of sparse scales and
approximate other channels by nearby channels. Benenson et
al. [2] proposed to train multiple detectors to detect pedestrians
of different scales without image rescaling.
With the success of CNN on object detection [1], [22], [46],
[14], [24] and image classification [33], [30], [28], [13], [31],
[40], researchers explored CNN features instead of handcrafted
features for improving pedestrian detection [55], [5], [49],
[50], [7]. To improve representative ability of the features,
Yang et al. [55] proposed to replace the handcrafted channel
features by convolutional channel features (CCF). To have a
good trade-off between accuracy and complexity, Cai et al.
[5] proposed CompACT cascades, which learn the efficient
and handcrafted features at the former stage and the high-
complexity CNN features at the later stage. Tian et al. [49]
trained multiple deep part detectors and used a linear SVM to
weight the detector scores.
With the success of Faster RCNN architecture on general
object detection [43], the pure end-to-end methods have been
also proposed for specific pedestrian detection. Zhang et al.
[63] made some modifications of vanilla Faster RCNN for
improving pedestrian detection. Wang et al. [52] utilized
an adversarial sub-network to generate the occlusion and
deformation positive examples in the training stage. Mao et
al. [39] proposed Hyperlearner, which joins two different tasks
(i.e., semantic segmentation and pedestrian detection) into a
multi-task framework.
B. Deep multi-scale pedestrian detection
How to detect pedestrians of various scales is a challenging
problem. At first, Faster RCNN [43] does not achieve state-of-
the-art performance on pedestrian detection. The main reason
can be summarized as follows: (1) The spatial resolution of
feature map from output layer is low. It results that spatial
information of small-scale pedestrian is heavily lost. (2) Faster
RCNN generates candidate proposals of different scales based
on the same feature map from last convolutional layer. As a
result, the receptive field of this map can not match pedestrians
of all scales very well.
To solve above problems, many multi-scale methods have
been proposed [4], [36], [38], [32], [34], [56], [59]. SAF
RCNN [34] uses two similar sub-networks to classify small-
scale pedestrians and large-scale pedestrians, respectively. SDP
[56] feds the proposals into different ROI pooling layers
according to the scales of proposals. MultiPath [59] uses skip-
layer connections and foveal regions to exploit multi-scale
information. MSCNN [4] generates the candidate proposals
of different scales by the feature maps from different convo-
lutional layers and then attaches detection sub-network to the
relatively large feature map. To improve the semantic levels
of output feature maps, FPN [36] uses top-down structure to
combine the high-level semantic but low-resolution feature
map with the high-resolution but low-level semantic feature
map. However, because the features of one input map are
relatively low-level, the features of combined map are still
not deep enough.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of basic MHN (i.e., MHN-noskip). The base network
is gradually split into multiple different branches (i.e., bran-s, bran-m, and
bran-l). In each branch, there are two sibling outputs: classification (i.e.,
cls) and box regression (i.e., reg). Three branches can share the weights of
convolutional layers in the same column which is represented by a light color
rectangle.
Meanwhile, ilated convolution (also called atrous convolu-
tion) can adjust receptive field without reducing spatial resolu-
tion of feature map. Namely, it can retain mu h more spatial
information. Thus, dilated convolution becomes popular for
object detection [58], [60] and semantic segmentation [9],
[10], [57]. Yu et al. [58] proposed dilated residual networks.
It removes last few pooling layers and uses cascaded dilated
convolutions to replace standard convolutions. Thus, it can
retain more information for detection and location. Despite the
success, the large receptive field cannot match pedestrians of
different scales very well, especially small-scale pedestrians.
III. THE PROPOSED METHODS
In this section, we firstly introduce the proposed multi-
branch and high-level semantic convolutional neural networks
(i.e., MHN-noskip, MHN, MHN-D), and then give the illus-
tration that how to embed the proposed multi-branch networks
into the famous Faster RCNN architecture with the weighted
scores of proposal generation network (i.e., RPN) and proposal
classification network (i.e., Fast RCNN).
A. Multi-branch and high-level semantic network
This paper aims to generate multi-branch and high-level
semantic convolutional networks for pedestrian detection. The
proposed basic multi-branch and high-level semantic network
are firstly given. Based on the basic MHN (i.e., MHN-noskip),
skip-layer connections and dilated convolution are further used
for improving detection performance.
Basic MHN (called MHN-noskip) Fig. 2 shows the ar-
chitecture of MHN-noskip which consists of three different
branches (i.e., bran-s, bran-m, and bran-l). The three branches
share the first few convolutional blocks (i.e., conv1, conv2,
...,conv(i-2)). After conv(i-2), the network is split into two
different branches. One branch of bran-s goes through conv(i-
1)s and convis without pooling layer, and then combines the
output feature maps of convis and conv(i-2) by element-wise
addition. Thus, the spatial resolutions of maps in bran-s are not
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Fig. 3. (a) Skip-layer connections among different branches (i.e., MHN). The
feature map feat-m-c is the combination of the map feat-l from ran-l and the
map feat-m from bran-m, then the feature map feat-s-c is the combination of
the map feat-l from bran-l, the map feat-m from bran-m, and the map feat-s
from bran-s. (b) Multi-branch predications of bran-l, bran-m, and bran-s.
changed and relatively largest. Another branch goes through
a pooling layer and conv(i-1). After conv(i-1), this branch
is further split into two different branches (i.e., bran-m and
bran-l). The branch of bran-m further goes through convim
without pooling layer and combines the output feature maps of
convim and conv(i-1), while the branch of bran-l goes through
a pooling layer and convi.
On the one hand, the spatial resolutions of output feature
maps in bran-s, bran-m, bran-l gradually decrease, while the
receptive fields of output feature maps in bran-s, bran-m,
bran-l gradually increase. Thus, bran-s with the largest spatial
resolution and smallest receptive field is suitable for small-
scale pedestrian detection, bran-m is used for medium-scale
pedestrian detection, and bran-l with the smallest spatial res-
olution and largest receptive field is for large-scale pedestrian
detection. On the other hand, the three different branches
(i.e., bran-s, bran-m, and bran-l) undergoes same number of
convolutional layers. Thus, the different branches have same
depth, and the output maps of different branches have similarly
high-level semantic features. Please note that bran-s, bran-m,
and bran-l can share the weights of convolutional layers in the
same column. In Fig. 2, the same column is represented by a
light color rectangle.
Skip-layer connections among different branches (called
MHN) Context information have been demonstrated to be use-
ful for small-scale object detection [10], [64]. To introduce the
context information for small-scale pedestrian detection, skip-
layer connections are used to combine the output feature maps
of different branches. Fig. 3(a) shows skip-layer connections
among different branches. feat-l, feat-m, feat-s represent the
output maps of bran-l, bran-m, bran-s, respectively. It can be
seen that the feature map feat-m-c is fused by the map feat-l
and the map feat-m. Specifically, the map feat-l undergoes a
1 × 1 convolutional layer and a deconvolutional layer which
upsamples the input map twice by bilinear interpolation; the
map feat-m undergoes a 1× 1 convolutional layer; after that,
the map feat-m-c is generated by element-wise addition of the
output maps of above two steps. In the similar fashion, the
map feat-s-c is generated by fusing the map feat-s and the
map feat-m-c.
Because the output feature map of bran-l (i.e., feat-l) has
larger receptive field than the output feature map of bran-m
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Fig. 4. Architecture of MHN-D. It removes the pooling layer of pool(i-2) and
incorporates dilated convolutions into MHN to enlarge the spatial resolutions
of bran-l and bran-m without reducing receptive fields.
(i.e., feat-m), the combination of feat-l and feat-m (i.e., feat-
m-c) can add context information to the output feature map of
bran-m. Namely, context information can be added to bran-m
by bran-l. Similarly, context information can be cumulatively
added to bran-s by bran-m and bran-l. Meanwhile, because
the input maps of the combination (i.e., feat-s, feat-m, feat-
l) have high-level semantic features, the combined maps (i.e.,
feat-m-c, feat-s-c) have much deeper features.
Compared to MSCNN [4], the semantics of output maps in
MHN are consistent and high-level. Compared to FPN [36],
the input maps of combination in MHN all have high-level
semantic features. As a result, the combined maps in MHN
have much deeper features. In summarization, MHN has the
following advantages: (1) Multi-branch structure is suitable
for multi-scale pedestrian detection. Different branches have
different receptive fields and spatial resolutions, which can
better match pedestrians of different scales; (2) The skip-layer
connections among different branches can enhance context
information for small-scale pedestrian detection. Meanwhile,
the fused features are much deeper.
MHN with dilated convolution (called MHN-D) Dilated
convolution can enlarge spatial resolution of output feature
map without reducing its receptive field. Recently, dilated
convolution is used for object detection. For example, Yu et al.
[58] removed some pooling layers and replaced the following
standard convolutions by dilated convolutions. Despite the
success, the large receptive field of output feature map does not
match small-scale pedestrians very well. Thus, in our proposed
architecture (called MHN-D), dilated convolution is only used
in part branches of the multi-branch network.
Fig. 4 shows the architecture of MHN-D. The pooling layer
(i.e., pool(i-2)) after conv(i-2) is removed, and the standard
convolutions in conv(i-1), convi, and convim are replaced
by dilated convolution. As a result, the spatial resolutions of
output maps in bran-m and bran-l of MHN-D are twice larger.
More spatial information can be retained for object location
and thus improve detection performance.
Multi-branch predictions As described above, three differ-
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Fig. 5. Architecture of Fast RCNN head network for pedestrian detection.
ent branches (i.e., bran-s, bran-m, bran-l) detect pedestrians
of different scales, respectively. Fig. 3(b) shows the head
networks for multi-branch predictions. They are attached to
the output maps of each branch. The structures of these head
networks are same, which consist of a 5×3 convolutional layer
and two sibling 1×1 convolutional layers for classification and
box regression. Please note that, instead of a 3×3 convolution,
the 5 × 3 convolution is used to better match the shape of
pedestrians.
Assuming that the pedestrian scales belong to [smin, smax],
pedestrians are then equally divided into N bins in the
logarithmic space. Then, the scales of N anchors are set as
the centers of N bins, respectively. Namely, the scale of n-th
anchor (i.e., sn) can be written as follows.
sn = smin × {smax
smin
}(n−0.5)/N , n = 1, 2, ..., N. (1)
On KITTI dataset and Caltech pedestrian dataset, the number
of anchors (i.e., N ) is set as 9. Thus, the three anchors of
the smallest scales (i.e, s1, s2, and s3) belong to bran-s, the
three anchors of medium scales (i.e., s4, s5, and s6) belong
to bran-m, and the three anchors of largest scales (i.e., s7, s8,
and s9) belong to bran-l. Because the scales of pedestrians
on Citypersons range in a much larger space, the number of
anch rs is set as 12. Thus, the four anchors of the smallest
scales (i.e, s1, s2, s3, and s4) belong to bran-s, the four
anchors of medium scales (i.e., s5, s6, s7, and s8) belong
to bran-m, and the four anchors of largest scales (i.e., s9, s10,
s11, and s12) belong to bran-l. Different from general object
detection, the aspect ratio of anchors is only set as a fixed value
which is calculated by the average aspect ratios of pedestrians
on the dataset. Specifically, the aspe t ratios are set as 1/0.41
for Caltech pedestrian dataset and Citypersons dataset, and the
aspect ratio is set as 1/0.36 for KITTI dataset.
B. Weighted classification scores when embedded into Faster
RCNN architecture
To further improve detection performance, MHN and MHN-
D are embedded into Faster RCNN architecture [43]. Faster
RCNN consists of two parts: proposal generation network
(RPN) and proposal classification network (Fast RCNN). RPN
subnetwork is replaced by MHN or MHN-D. They are used
to extract pedestrian proposals, and then these proposals are
classified by Fast RCNN. Fig. 5 shows the Fast RCNN head
network for pedestrian detection. Similar to [4], the Fast
RCNN head network is attached to the high-resolution feature
map of multi-branch network for pedestrian detection.
In Faster RCNN architecture [43], Fast RCNN ignores the
classification scores of RPN when classifying these proposals.
Recently, some successful bootstrap techniques (e.g., OHEM
[46] and FL [37]) are used to generate hard proposals in the
5training stage. Despite the success, they still do not make
full use of RPN scores. In this paper, it is found that RPN
scores can be helpful for improving performance of pedestrian
detection. Namely, the final classification score (i.e., Sf ) is
the weighted sum of Fast RCNN score (i.e., Srcnn) and MHN
score (i.e., Smhn) as follows:
Sf = Srcnn + λ× Smhn, (2)
where λ balances two items (i.e., RCNN score and MHN
score), which is set by cross-validation.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Datasets
Three public pedestrian datasets (i.e., KITTI dataset [20],
Caltech pedestrian dataset [17], and Citypersons pedestrian
dataset) taken from vehicle driving are used to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method and compare with
some state-of-the-art methods. To demonstrate suitability for
general object detection, experiments on COCO benchmark
are further conducted.
KITTI dataset [20] is a challenging computer vision bench-
mark, which is used to develop autonomous driving. On
KITTI dataset, pedestrian detection is one sub-task of object
detection. It consists of 7481 training images and 7518 test
images. To enlarge the number of images on training sets,
data augmentation is used. The original image is randomly
rescaled by a factor of a ∈ [0.8, 1.2] nine times. Then, the
rescaled images are cropped or padded to the same size of
the original image. Average precision (AP ) is used as the
evaluation criterion.
Caltech pedestrian dataset [17] consists of 11 videos, where
the first 6 videos are training sets and the last 5 videos are test
sets. To enlarge the number of training images, the training
images are captured by sampling one frame per 3 frames.
The test images are captured following the unified standard,
which samples one frame per 30 frames. In [17], it states
that detecting pedestrians over 30 pixels are necessary for
autonomous driving. Thus, pedestrians over 30 pixels instead
of 50 pixels are used for evaluation. Log-averaged miss rates
(MR) over FPPI=[0.01,1] are used as the evaluation criterion.
Citypersons pedestrian dataset [63] is built on Cityscapes
benchmark [8]. With 5000 fine annotations subset on
Cityscapes, high-quality annotations of pedestrians are cre-
ated by Citypersons. Specifically, Citypersons contains three
subsets (i.e., train, validation, and test sets). Similar to Cal-
tech pedestrian dataset [17], pedestrians over 30 pixels are
used for evaluation and log-averaged miss rates (MR) over
FPPI=[0.01,1] are used as the evaluation criterion.
COCO benchmark [35] is a large-scale and challenging ob-
ject detection, segmentation, and captioning dataset, which has
80 object categories. The images are split into 80k training im-
ages and 40k validation images. Usually, 80k training images
and a 35k subset of validation images (i.e., trainval35k)
are used for training. A 5k subset of validation images (i.e.,
minival) are used for performance evaluation.
TABLE I
DETECTION RESULTS OF MHN-SHARE AND MHN-NOSHARE ON THREE
PEDESTRIAN DATASETS. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MHN-SHARE AND
MHN-NOSHARE IS WHETHER SHARING WEIGHTS AMONG DIFFERENT
BRANCHES.
Method
KITTI Caltech Citypersons
AP (%) MR (%) MR (%)
MHN-noshare 65.99 41.80 34.13
MHN-share 65.96 42.07 34.04
TABLE II
DETECTION RESULTS AND NETWORK PARAMETERS OF MSCNN, FPN,
AND THE PROPOSED METHODS (I.E., MNH-NOSKIP, MHN, AND MHN-D)
ON THREE PEDESTRIAN DATASETS.
Method #params
KITTI Caltech Citypersons
AP (%) MR (%) MR (%)
MSCNN [4] ∼24M 63.73 44.57 35.78
MHN-noskip ∼24M 64.57 42.96 34.84
∆ N/A 0.84 1.59 0.94
FPN [36] ∼30M 64.95 42.90 35.20
MHN ∼30M 65.96 42.07 34.04
MHN-D ∼30M 66.86 40.61 32.81
∆ N/A 1.91 2.29 2.39
B. Some middle experimental results
In this subsection, multi-branch and high-level semantic
networks (i.e., MHN-noskip, MHN, MHN-D) are constructed
based on VGG16 [47] and the new added pool5 and conv6.
The weights of conv1 to conv5 in MHN are initialized based
on pre-trained model. The convolutional layers of conv6 in
MHN are initialized from Gaussian distribution with a stan-
dard deviation of 0.01. The convolutional weights of conv5s
are copied from conv5. The convolutional weights of conv6s
and conv6m are both copied from conv6.
Two related and representative feature pyramid methods
(i.e., MSCNN [4] and FPN [36]) are compared to our pro-
posed methods (i.e., MHN-noskip, MHN, and MHN-D) on
KITTI dataset, Caltech dataset, and Citypersons dataset to
demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed methods. According
to [11], the training images on KITTI dataset are split into the
training set and validation set. For fair comparison, all the
above methods are trained on three datasets with the similar
parameter settings. On Caltech and KITTI datasets, the number
of total iterations is 70k, where the learning rate of first 50k
iterations is 0.001 and the learning rate of last 20k iterations is
0.0001. On Citypersons dataset, the number of total iterations
is 120k, where the learning rate of first 100k iterations is 0.001
and the learning rate of last 20k iterations is 0.0001. In each
mini-batch, there are only one image and 256 anchors per
branch.
Weight sharing among different branches As described
in Sec. III, different branches of MHN can share convolutional
weights in the same column. Table I compares detection
performance of MHN-share and MHN-noshare on KITTI, Cal-
tech, and Citypersons, where MHN-share shares convolutional
weights among different branches and MHN-noshare does
6TABLE III
AVERAGE PRECISION (AP ) OF MSCNN [4], FPN [36] AND MHN ON KITTI VALIDATION SET WITH MODERATE DIFFICULTY. THESE METHODS ARE ALL
THREE OUTPUT LAYERS.
Method Output Layer Feature Stride APs APm APl AP
MSCNN [4] C4, C5, C6 8, 16, 32 26.38 61.52 84.91 63.73
FPN [36] P4, P5, P6 8, 16, 32 29.71 62.53 85.32 64.95
MHN M4, M5, M6 8, 16, 32 32.47 62.81 85.81 65.96
Ablation experiment
no skip M4, M5, M6 8, 16, 32 27.69 62.17 84.94 64.57
bran-s M4 8 20.10 58.69 82.33 61.11
bran-m M5 16 18.50 59.74 87.45 63.20
bran-l M6 32 11.63 37.42 84.38 53.29
TABLE IV
AVERAGE PRECISION (AP ) OF DCN [58], MHN AND MHN-D ON KITTI VALIDATION SET WITH MODERATE DIFFICULTY. FOR FAIR COMPARISON, DCN
IS A VARIANT OF [58] BASED ON VGG16 INSTEAD OF RESNET, WHICH REMOVES POOL4 AND USES THE DILATED CONVOLUTION IN CONV5.
Method Output Layer Feature Stride APs APm APl AP
DCN [58] C6 8 27.31 61.90 86.44 65.23
MHN M4, M5, M6 8, 16, 32 32.47 62.81 85.81 65.96
MHN-D M4, M5, M6 8, 8, 16 30.92 63.40 87.02 66.86
not share convolutional weights among different branches. It
can be seen that MHN-share and MHN-noshare have similar
detection performance. For example, MRs of MHN-noshare
and MHN-share on Caltech test set are 41.80% and 42.07%,
respectively. Because MHN-share has fewer network parame-
ters than MHN-noshare, MHN-share is used in the following
experiments.
Compared to MSCNN and FPN Table II. compares
the proposed methods (MHN-noskip, MHN, and MHN-D)
with MSCNN and FPN on KITTI, Caltech, and Citypersons
datasets in detail, where network parameters and detection
performance are both shown. Based on Table II, it can be
seen: (1) MHN-noskip is significantly better than MSCNN
with almost same number of network parameters. For example,
MHN-noskip outperforms MSCNN by 0.84%, 1.67%, and
0.94% on KITTI, Caltech, and Citypersons datasets, respec-
tively. Meanwhile, MNH-noskip is already comparable to
FPN with fewer network parameters. (2) With almost same
number of network parameters, MHN outperforms FPN by
1.01%, 0.83%, and 1.16% on KITTI, Caltech, and Citypersons
datasets, respectively. It means that the improvement of our
proposed method is not from more network parameters. (3)
MHN-D has best detection performance, which outperforms
MSCNN and FPN. For example, MHN-D outperforms FPN by
1.91%, 2.29%, and 2.39% on KITTI, Caltech, and Citypersons
datasets, respectively.
Ablation experiments of MHN To further demonstrate
effectiveness of MHN, ablation experiments are further con-
ducted on KITTI validation set with moderately difficult level.
The moderate set of KITTI dataset is further divided into
three subsets (i.e., small subset, medium subset, and large
subset) according to the height of pedestrians. Specifically,
the small subset means the pedestrians under 60 pixels and
over 25 pixels, the medium subset means the pedestrians
over 60 pixels and under 120 pixels, and the large subset
means the pedestrians over 120 pixels. Experimental results
of MSCNN, FPN, MHN on the three subsets are shown in
Table III. They are all three output layers. MSCNN [4] outputs
pedestrian proposals on C4, C5, and C6. FPN [36] outputs
pedestrian proposals on P4, P5, and P6, and MHN outputs
pedestrian proposals on M4, M5, and M6. On the one hand,
AP of MSCNN [4], FPN [36], and MHN are 63.73%, 64.95%,
and 65.96%, respectively. Thus, MHN outperforms MSCNN
and FPN by 2.23% and 1.01%. Namely, MHN has better
performance than MSCNN and FPN. On the other hand, on
small subset, AP of MSCNN [4], FPN [36], and MHN are
26.38%, 29.71%, and 32.47%, respectively. MHN outperforms
MSCNN and FPN by 6.09% and 2.76%. It can be seen
that MHN has better detection performance on small-scale
pedestrian detection.
Table III also shows ablation experiments of MHN. “no
skip” means that the skip-layer connections in MHN are
removed (i.e., MHN-noskip). “bran-s” means that the anchors
of all scales are attached to M4 and other branches are
removed. “bran-m” attaches the anchors of all scales to M5.
“bran-l” attaches the anchors of all scales to M6. Without skip-
layer connections, AP of MHN decreases by 1.39%. On small
subset, AP of “bran-l” is 8.47% and 6.87% lower than that
of “bran-s” and “bran-m”. Because the spatial resolutions of
“bran-s”, “bran-m”, and “bran-l” decrease by a factor of 2,
spatial information of “bran-l” is largely lost. Thus, “bran-l”
has the worst detection performance on small-scale pedestrian
detection.
Ablation experiments of MHN-D Recently, dilated con-
volution has been successfully applied to object detection
[58], which can enlarge the receptive field of feature map
without reducing its spatial resolution. For example, DRN [58]
improves ResNet [25] by dilated convolution. Following DRN
7TABLE V
AVERAGE PRECISION OF SOME METHODS WHEN EMBEDDED INTO FASTER
RCNN [43].
√
MEANS THAT THE METHOD IS BASED ON FEATURE
PYRAMID, AND + MEANS THAT THE WEIGHTED SCORES ARE USED.
Method Pyramid AP (%) Method Pyramid AP (%)
MSCNN [4]
√
72.01 MHN
√
73.30
FPN [36]
√
72.65 MHN+
√
73.97
DCN [58] 72.79 MHN-D+
√
74.53
TABLE VI
AVERAGE PRECISION (AP ) AND INFERENCE TIME (T ) ON VALIDATION
SET WITH MODERATE DIFFICULTY.
Method MSCNN [4] FPN [36] MHN MHN-D
AP (%) 63.78 64.93 65.96 66.86
T (ms) 72 82 98 113
Embedded into Faster RCNN
AP (%) 72.01 72.65 73.97 74.53
T (ms) 76 87 104 118
[58], dilated convolution is embedded into original VGG16
(called DCN) and MHN (called MHN-D). For DCN and
MHN-D, the standard convolutions of conv5 are replaced
by dilated convolutions and the pooling layer of pool4 is
removed. Table IV compares DCN, MHN, and MHN-D. It
can be concluded as follows: (1) MHN-D has better detection
performance than MHN. It means that dilated convolution
is useful for further improving detection performance. (2)
MHN-D has better detection performance than DCN. Though
the receptive field of DCN is very large, it does not match
pedestrians of various scales very well. Compared to DCN,
multiple different receptive fields of MHN-D are more suitable
for multi-scale pedestrian detection.
MHN and MHN-D embedded into Faster RCNN In
the training stage, the number of total iterations is 70k. The
learning rate of first 50k iterations is 0.001, and that of last
20k iterations is 0.0001. In each iteration, there are only one
image, 256 RPN anchors, and 256 ROIs.
Table V shows these feature pyramid methods based on
Faster RCNN pipeline. + in Table V means the weighted scores
of RPN and Fast RCNN are used. For fair comparison, all the
methods are re-implemented on the similar parameter settings.
DCN [58] outputs the proposals on the feature map from
last convolutional layer, while MSCNN [4], FPN [36], MHN,
and MNH-D generate the pedestrian proposals on multiple
feature maps from different convolutional layers. Based on
Table V, it can be seen that MHN, MHN+ and MHN-D+
outperform other methods (i.e., MSCNN [4], FPN [36], and
DCN [58]). For example, MHN outperforms MSCNN, FPN,
and DCN by 1.29%, 0.65%, 0.51%, respectively. MHN-D+
outperforms MSCNN, FPN, and DCN by 2.52%, 1.88%,
1.74%, respectively. It means that the proposed method is
useful on Faster RCNN pipeline. MHN+ outperforms MHN,
which means the effectiveness of the weighted scores.
Inference time Table VI shows average precision (AP )
and inference time (T ) of different methods on the same
TABLE VII
AVERAGE PRECISION (AP ) AND INFERENCE TIME (T ) OF SOME
STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON KITTI TEST SET WITH THREE
DIFFERENT DIFFICULTIES (I.E., EASY, MODERATE, AND HARD). AP AND
T OF THESE METHODS ARE GIVEN BY KITTI WEBSITE.
Method Moderate Easy Hard Time
CompACT-Deep [5] 58.73 69.70 52.69 1.00
Mono3D [11] 66.66 77.30 63.44 4.20
RPN+BF [60] 61.29 75.58 56.08 0.60
Faster RCNN [43] 65.91 78.35 61.19 2.00
3DOP [12] 67.46 82.50 65.14 3.00
SDP [56] 70.20 79.98 64.84 0.40
IVA [66] 70.63 83.03 64.68 0.40
SubCNN [54] 71.34 83.17 66.36 2.00
MSCNN [4] 73.62 83.70 68.28 0.40
RRC [42] 75.33 84.14 70.39 3.60
MHN-D 74.60 85.81 68.94 0.39
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58.08% TA−CNN
57.35% LDCF
54.41% CCF+CF
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48.54% CompACT−Deep
48.26% RPN+BF
46.35% SA−FastRCNN
44.46% MS−CNN
31.43% F−DNN+SS
27.96% MHN−D
Fig. 6. ROC on Caltech test set, where pedestrians over 30 pixels are
used for evaluation. The legend represents the log-averaged miss rate over
FPPI=[0.01,1].
device, where the CPU is Intel Xeon E5-2695 and the GPU is
NVIDIA Quadro P6000. AP s of FPN and MHN are 64.93%
and 65.96%, while inference time of FPN and MHN are 82ms
and 98ms. When FPN and MHN are embedded into Faster
RCNN, AP s of FPN and MHN are 72.65% and 73.97%,
and inference time of FPN and MHN are 87ms and 104ms.
It means that MHN can improve detection performance with
little increase of computation cost. Compared to MHN, MHN-
D can further improve detection performance.
C. Comparison to some state-of-the-art methods on KITTI
dataset
In this subsection, the proposed method is compared to
some state-of-the-art methods (e.g., RRC [43], MSCNN [4],
SubCNN [54], IVA [66], SDP [56], 3DOP [12], Faster RCNN
[43], RPN+BF [60], Mono3D [11], CompACT-Deep [5]) on
KITTI test set [20]. To achieve better detection performance,
the images are twice upsampled in the training and test stages.
The training parameters of MHN-D follows that described
above. The subsets of three different difficulties (i.e., Easy,
8TABLE VIII
DETECTION RESULTS ON CITYPERSONS TEST SET.
Name Repulsion [51] AdaptedRCNN [63] MHN-D
backbone ResNet50 VGG16 VGG16
proposal number – 2000 200
scale ×1.5 ×1.3 ×1.3
Reasonable 11.48 12.97 12.92
Reasonable small 15.67 37.24 17.24
Reasonable occ 52.59 50.47 46.72
Reasonable all 39.17 43.86 39.16
Moderate, and Hard) on the test images are used for evaluation.
Table VII shows the average precision (AP ) on the three
subsets. It can be seen that the proposed MHN-D almost
achieves the state-of-the-art performance. On moderate test set,
it outperforms MSCNN [4] and SubCNN [54] by 0.98% and
3.26%. On easy test set, it outperforms MSCNN and SubCNN
by 2.11% and 2.64%, respectively. Though RRC [42] has a
little better detection performance than MHN-D on moderate
and hard test sets, it is about 8 times slower than MHN-D.
Moreover, our proposed method can be applied to RRC.
D. Comparison to some state-of-the-art methods on Caltech
pedestrian dataset
In this subsection, the proposed method is compared to
some state-of-the-art methods (i.e., F-DNN+SS [18], MSCNN
[4], SA-FastRCNN [34], RPN+BF [60], CompACT-Deep [5],
DeepParts [49], Checkerboards [62], CCF+CF [55], LDCF
[41], and TA-CNN [50]) on Caltech test dataset [17]. In [17],
it states that it is important to detect pedestrians of near scale
(pedestrians over 80 pixels) and medium scales (pedestrians
over 30 pixels and under 80 pixels). Thus, a harder test
set (pedestrians over 30 pixels) is used to evaluate detection
performance, which corresponds to the union set of near scale
set and medium scale set. To compare with state-of-the-art
methods and achieve best detection performance, the images
are twice upsampled in the training and test stages. Fig. 6
shows the ROC of these methods. It can be seen that MHN-D
stably outperforms all the other state-of-the-art methods. MR
of MHN-D is 27.96% and that of F-DNN+SS [18] is 31.43%.
It means that MHN-D outperforms F-DNN+SS by 3.47%. We
also trains MHN-D on reasonable test set. MR of MHN-D is
9.20%, which also is 0.80% lower than that of MSCNN [4].
E. Comparison to some state-of-the-art methods on Cityper-
sons dataset
In this subsection, the proposed method is further compared
to some state-of-art methods (i.e., Repulsion Loss [51] and
AdaptedRCNN [63]) on Citypersons test set. In the train-
ing and test stage, the images are 1.3 times upsampled.
Table VIII shows the results of these methods. Accord-
ing to [63], the different test subsets (i.e., Reasonable,
Reasonable_small, Reasonable_occ, all) are used
for detailed comparison. Reasonable test subset contains
TABLE IX
DETECTION PERFORMANCE OF PROPOSAL GENERATION AND OBJECTION
DETECTION ON COCO MINIVAL SET. AVERAGE RECALL (AR) AND
AVERAGE PRECISION (AP ) ARE USED FOR EVALUATION.
Proposal Generation
Name backbone AR ARs ARm ARl
FPN [36] ResNet50 49.48 34.55 55.70 66.64
MHN ResNet50 50.76 37.19 56.32 66.76
∆ N/A 1.28 2.64 0.62 0.12
Object Detection
Name backbone AP APs APm APl
FPN [36] ResNet50 36.90 21.42 40.01 47.76
MHN ResNet50 38.20 23.49 41.04 47.81
∆ N/A 1.30 2.07 1.03 0.05
FPN [36] ResNet101 39.04 22.63 42.45 50.66
MHN ResNet101 40.83 26.01 44.46 51.57
∆ N/A 1.79 3.38 2.01 0.91
50 pixels or taller, unoccluded or partial unoccluded pedes-
trians. Reasonable_small test subset contains pedestri-
ans over 50 pixels under 75 pixels. Reasonable_occ
test subset contains 50 pixels or taller, heavily unoccluded
pedestrians. All test subset contains pedestrians over 20
pixels. Based on the same backbone (i.e., VGG16), MHN-D
almost outperforms adaptedRCNN on all four subsets. Specifi-
cally, MHN-D outperforms AdaptedRCNN by 0.05%, 20.00%,
3.75%, and 4.70% on reasonable, reasonable_small,
reasonable_occ, and all test subsets, respectively.
Moreover, MHN-D only needs 200 proposals, while adaptedR-
CNN needs 2000 proposals. MHN-D has comparable detection
performance with Repulsion [51] which uses better backbone
(i.e., ResNet50), a larger upsampled scale (i.e., ×1.5), and a
better loss function.
F. Experiments on COCO benchmark
To further demonstrate suitability of proposed method for
general object detection, the famous and challenging object
detection dataset (i.e., COCO benchmark [35]) is used. Based
on detectron platform [23], FPN [36] and MHN are reimple-
mented based on ResNet and Faster RCNN architecture [25]
with similar parameter settings on two GPUs. The training
and test images are rescaled so that the shorter side has 800
pixels. The number of total iterations is 360k, where the
learning rate of first 240k iterations is 0.005, the learning
rate of middle 80k iterations is 0.0005, and the learning rate
of last 40k iterations is 0.00005. In each mini-batch, there
are two images per GPU and 512 ROIs per image. FPN
outputs proposals by five feature maps (i.e., P3-P7), and MHN
outputs proposals by five feature maps (i.e., M3-M7). Table IX
shows proposal generation results and object detection results
of FPN and MHN on minival set. The results on small-
scale objects, medium-scale objects, and large-scale objects are
further given. It can be seen as follows: (1) MHN outperforms
FPN on both proposal generation and object detection. Based
on ResNet50, MHN outperforms FPN by 1.28% and 1.30% on
proposal generation and object detection, respectively. (2) On
9TABLE X
SINGLE-MODEL DETECTION RESULTS OF SOME STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON COCO TEST-DEV SET.
Method backbone AP AP50 AP75 APs APm APl
Faster RCNN [25] ResNet101 [25] 34.9 55.7 37.4 15.6 38.7 50.9
G-RMI [29] Inception-ResNet-v2 [48] 34.7 55.5 36.7 13.5 38.1 52.0
TDM [45] Inception-ResNet-v2 [48] 36.8 57.7 39.2 16.2 39.8 52.1
FPN [36] ResNet101 [25] 36.2 59.1 39.0 18.2 39.0 48.2
RetinaNet [37] ResNet101 [25] 37.8 57.5 40.8 20.2 41.1 49.2
RetinaNet ms-train [37] ResNet101 [25] 39.1 59.1 42.3 21.8 42.7 50.2
Mask RCNN [26] ResNet101 [25] 38.2 60.3 41.7 20.1 41.1 50.2
Mask RCNN [26] ResNeXt101 [53] 39.8 62.3 43.4 22.1 43.2 51.2
MHN ResNet50 [25] 38.7 61.3 41.9 23.9 41.0 47.1
MHN ResNet101 [25] 41.1 63.6 44.8 25.5 43.5 50.4
MHN ms-test ResNet50 [25] 41.8 63.1 46.0 27.0 43.8 51.1
MHN ms-test ResNet101 [25] 44.1 65.4 48.7 29.0 46.4 54.0
small-scale object detection, MHN has much better detection
performance. Based on ResNet50, MHN outperforms FPN by
2.64% on proposal generation and 2.07% on object detection.
Based on ResNet101, MHN outperforms FPN by 3.38% on
object detection.
Table X further compares MHN with some single model
detection results of some state-of-the-art methods (i.e., Faster
RCNN [25], G-RMI [29], TDM [45], FPN [36], RetinaNet
[37], and Mask RCNN [26]) on test-dev set. Among the
these methods, our method achieves state-of-the-art perfor-
mance. Based on the same model (i.e., ResNet101), MHN
outperforms Mask RCNN by 2.9%. Moreover, MHN has
remarkably superior superior detection performance on small-
scale object detection. For example, MHN outperforms Mask
RCNN by 5.4% on small-scale object detection.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed multi-branch and high-level
semantic convolutional neural networks (MHN) for pedestrian
detection. MHN builds multiple different branches, where
the output maps of each branch have the same depth and
high-level semantic features. Meanwhile, MHN uses skip-
layer connections to add context information to the high-
resolution branch for small-scale pedestrian detection. To take
the advantage of dilated convolution, MHN-D incorporates
it into part branch of MHN. When MHN and MHN-D are
embedded into Faster RCNN architecture, the weighted scores
of proposal generation and proposal classification are used
for improving detection performance. Experiments on KITTI
dataset [20], Caltech pedestrian dataset [17], and Citypersons
dataset have demonstrated that the proposed methods are
superior to other feature pyramid architectures (i.e., MSCNN
[4] and FPN [36]) for pedestrian detection. Moreover, the
proposed method is also useful on general object detection
based on experiments on COCO benchmark.
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